CLARK COUNTY

TO: Holders of Specifications Relating to:
Quote: #0187 – Re-Quote Repair of Alder Shelter at Lewisville Park

RELEASE DATE: February 2, 2015
FROM: Mike Westerman, CPPO

SUBJECT: Additional Information/Clarifications to Specifications

Question 1) Do you have the number of salvageable post and beams?
Answer 1) All the logs that appeared salvageable to our crews, were left onsite so anyone that attends or visits the site prior to bidding, can take a look at what is there and use their judgment as to what they wish to reuse or not.

Question 2) Is access thru the service road?
Answer 2) Yes

Question 3) Are there time limitations?
Answer 3) ASAP once bid is awarded and contract in place.

Question 4) Does all of the concrete slab replace?
Answer 4) Your call, requirement is to repair concrete.

Question 5) Do we replace the existing metal fab supports for the table?
Answer 5) New frames and boards will be provided.

Question 6) When do you plan on starting construction and completion date?
Answer 6) See #2 with the hopes construction will be completed by end of March.